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Government Regulation Number 48 Year 2014 is the replacement of Government Regulation Number 47 Year 2004, concerning the cost of marriage conducted in KUA and carried out KUA. By the existence of marriage cost changes certainly affect to the community in choosing the place to implementing marriage contract. This condition becomes focus of researcher to do research about the implementation of marriage contract after the existence of Government Regulation Number 48 year 2014 in KUA Selopuro, Blitar Regency. And also other problems that related to the issue.

This research focused on the tendency of Selopuro community in choosing the place of implementation marriage contract after the existence of Government Regulation Number 48 year 2014 and response officers of KUA Selopuro Subdistrict, Blitar Regency about the existence of Government Regulation Number 48 year 2014. This research is field research using qualitative approach in the framework of analysis of the data obtained in the field. Primary data is obtained from interviews with community and officials of KUA Selopuro, Blitar Regency. While secondary data obtained from documentation and literature that related to this research.

The results of this research is from data in KUA Selopuro, Blitar Regency after the existence of Government Regulation number 48 year 2014 the community more selective to do Marriage contract in KUA with the reason is marriage in KUA is no cost or free. While if marriage contract done in outside KUA must pay the cost Rp.600,000. The existence of the new regulation in the form of Government Regulation Number 48 year 2014 it responded positively by employees of KUA Selopuro Bitar Regency. Because of this regulation the marriage cost done in KUA and outside KUA is clear. So employees don't have to hesitate to attend marriage outside KUA because a rule was clear.